Kroc Institute News

Peace Studies Ph.D. Graduates Secure Strong Placements

Five recent or soon-to-be graduates from the Peace Studies Ph.D. program at the University of Notre Dame have secured strong academic placements at universities across the country. More »

Congratulations, Peace Studies Class of 2018!

The Kroc Institute recently celebrated the graduation of 37 graduating peace studies seniors who majored or minored in peace studies and four graduates of the peace studies doctoral dual degree program. More »

Kroc Institute Leaders Provide Partial Update on Colombia Peace Accord Progress

On Saturday, May 5, the Peace Accords Matrix (PAM) Barometer Project of the University of Notre Dame’s Kroc Institute for International Peace Studies presented a partial update on the implementation of the Colombian peace accord to a group of leaders in Cartagena de Indias, Colombia. More »

Upcoming Events
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Alumni Reunion Events

Friday, June 1
2-5 p.m., Kroc offices in Jenkins Nanovic Halls

Alumni and friends are all welcome to stop by the new Kroc Institute offices for light refreshments and a chance to visit with Kroc faculty and staff to learn more about the Institute's cutting-edge peace studies programs and research. Tours of the new Jenkins Nanovic Halls will be offered, including a stop at the state of the art mediation room that will be a helpful tool as Kroc launches a new meditation training program. You can also hear from Professor George A. Lopez and three Kroc alumni during the Saturday, June 2, Fr. Ted Said Speaker Series. More »

Teaching Peace in the 21st Century: 10th Annual Summer Institute for Faculty

June 11-15
Hesburgh Center for International Studies

The Summer Institute brings together teams of academics who want to launch peace studies programs at their colleges or universities; strengthen or develop a new dimension to peace studies programs; or move established peace studies programs to the next level of design and rigor. More »

Events Highlights

Voices of Conscience Photo Gallery

The three-day conference, which took place May 22-24, examined the history and moral and political implications of opposition to war within the military during the Vietnam and Iraq wars. View photos from the conference »

Faculty in the News

Asher Kaufman was interviewed in the May 12 episode of Background Briefing with Ian Masters.

The Kroc Institute was featured in the NBC News article “As Colombian presidential election looms, fears grow about fate of historic peace process.”

George Lopez authored The Hill op-ed “America should take caution with maximum pressure Iran
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Jerry Powers authored the Arms Control Association article “Papal Condemnation of Nuclear Deterrence and What Is Next.”

The Kroc Institute conducts research on strategies for sustainable peace and supports undergraduate, master's, and Ph.D. students in peace studies.
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